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Dear Pelican Reef HOA Members, 

 

You may have noticed a few improvements made to the area around “Lake Shirley” on Spartina Avenue.  As we told you 

in a previous communication, Pelican Reef Volunteers have undertaken a huge beatification effort of the neighborhood, 

enhancing the look and value of Pelican Reef.  

Thanks to the efforts of a handful of our residents, for the first time since Pelican Reef has been developed, the “Lake” will 

have wonderful plant and flower beds sprucing up the neighborhood.  The beds, trees and  plants are new but will grow 

into a beautiful park like garden area here in Pelican Reef.  We have a few specific Pelican Reef volunteers to thank for 

the effort, which is ongoing. 

The Lake area is as big as a football field, although it probably doesn’t look like it from the street.   The hundreds of man 

hours it took to design, acquire, install, search for, pick up and transport, plant and to water daily by hand until the 

irrigation system is in was organized by Terry Wawryzniak and Cat Taylor We owe them a big dose of gratitude for their 

willingness and effort to volunteer for this undertaking and for their continued management of the project.    

We have to thank HOA member Terry Wawryzniak for his weeks of volunteer time in researching appropriate plants 

(hearty, evergreen, salt-resistant) and for his computer skills in designing the planting beds.   Additionally Terry donated 

over 100 plants to the project and Cat donated many of the plants you will see around the lake. 

Once again Rudy Leon was a mainstay in obtaining the irrigation system and pumps, building a necessary pump 

platform, driving to obtain plants many times, providing the trailer to transport the plants and in providing his expertise in 

developing the area.  Without Terry, Cat and Rudy this project never would have gotten off the ground.    

Dom and Jan Vita, Rudy and John and Lynn Underwood donated over 600 feet of hose to the project and donated 

their wells so that the plants could be watered for the time there has been no irrigation system in place.   

“The Crew” who helped with the planting of well over 150 plants along the “Lake’s” shore and with hours of watering by 

hand included PRHOA volunteers John Underwood, Missy Welsch, Beth Padalino, Jan Vita, Bret Small and of 

course, Terry Wawryzniak, Rudy Leon and Cat Taylor.   These folks were out there doing back breaking work in the 

mud, heat and humidity putting in the trees and plants and ensuring they were watered twice a day by hand. Dr. John 

Peterson also contributed his very knowledgeable expertise to the project. 

A huge thank you to everyone involved for your continuing efforts.  This was and remains a big labor intensive project 

undertaken in sweltering heat and humidity, planned and executed by our highly engaged HOA member volunteers.  If 

you see them be sure to give them a big “Well Done” to show your appreciation. 

Additional work is being done to the area.  A well and irrigation system will be installed soon and Terry has some great 

ideas for additional plantings in the near future.  

We hope you enjoy the new garden area around Lake Shirley 

Chuck Steinell 

President - PRHOA 

 


